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 ABSTRACT: 
Quantum Computation is a new field in science. It relates to quantum physics 

and computer science. The concept of quantum computers regarded new theoretical 

stage due to the fact that working and real quantum computers not exist and in 

development stage at the moment.  Quantum computers are completely different from 

the classical computers. Quantum computer building blocks are several quantum 

objects such as atoms, ions or photons, interpreting their states, or polarizations as 

ones, zeros, and superposition’s of ones and zeros. Each quantum bit or qubit can 

exist in a superposition of states with different probabilities of seeing a one or a zero 

when one observes the qubit. In this paper, a Probabilistic Quantum Computer 

Simulator (PQCS) was build to be used as interesting tools to study the various 

quantum algorithms that intended to be executed on the real quantum computer. The 

toolbox contains the basic Quantum Units such as NOR Gates, Quabit Toffoli Gate 

and Quabit Pauli Z that represented in Hilbert Space (HS). The designer of quantum 

algorithm uses the Drag and Drop facility to accomplish the overall design. The 

proposed system implemented in Visual Basic and has interactive Graphical User 

Interface (GUI) that offer flexible design tools for building quantum algorithms in 

various fields.  
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Introduction: 

Quantum information processing is the result of 

using the physical reality that quantum theory tells us 

about for the purposes of performing tasks that were 

previously thought impossible or infeasible. Devices that 

perform quantum information processing are known as 

quantum computers. In this paper we examine how 

quantum computers can be made by using the simulation 

system that was built in using Visual Basic, and also 

how this can be done reliably even when there is a 

possibility for errors to occur.  

 
 

* Corresponding author at: College of Science, University of 

Anbar, Iraq.E-mail address: Yusraalobaidy@yahoo.com 

 

Quantum devices rely on the ability to control and 

manipulate binary data stored in the phase information 

of quantum wave functions that describe the electronic 

states of individual atoms or the polarization states of 

photons. While existing quantum technologies are in 

their infancy, we shall see that it is not too early to 

consider scalability and reliability. In fact, such 

considerations are a critical link in the development 

chain of viable device technologies capable of 

orchestrating reliable control of tens of millions 

quantum bits in a large-scale system. The theory of 

quantum information processing (QIP) uses quantum 

mechanical two-level systems such as the two spin states 

of spin 1/2 atoms, or the horizontal and vertical 

polarization states of a single photon to store and 
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manipulate binary information. Such systems are used to 

describe the single unit of quantum data known as a 

qubit [3] whose two states are distinguished as the 

binary states “0” and “1.” One of the distinguished 

features of QIP from classical computational theory is 

that the permitted states of a single qubit fill a two-

dimensional vector space and can be written as the 

superposition of the two binary states “0” and “1.” In 

this manner, the state of an n-qubit quantum register 

spans a 2n-dimensional vector space as the superposition 

of all of the possible 2n binary bitsring states. An n-bit 

logic operation is permitted to act on one or all possible 

bitstring states of the register in a single clockstep. Thus, 

an exponential increase in the processed information at 

each clockstep is paralleled by a polynomial increase in 

the data size manipulated. The purpose of simulation is 

to be able to build quantum circuits and see what their 

output is. Also it can be a useful tool to implement the 

few available quantum algorithms such as Shor’s 

factoring algorithm [1,3] and Grover’s search algorithm 

[2]. 

 

Quantum Basics:  

Qubits:  
  A qbit has two computational basis vectors 

0
and 

1
 of the Hilbert space corresponding to the 

classical bit values 0 and 1 and an arbitrary state 


 

of a qbit is  

 

 

 

 Definition  

A collection of n qbits is called a qregister of size n. 

It may contain any of the N = 2n-dimensional 

computational basis vectors, n qbit of size N, or 

arbitrary superposition of these vectors. If the 

content of the qbits of a qregister is known then the 

state of the qregister can be computed by means of 

a tensor product as below[4]: 

 

 

Example: consider the following two qubits: 

When we join the two qbits we yield a four-

dimensional register  

|00> +|01> |10> +|11>/2 

Quantum Qubit Gates: 

 These gates are correspond the classical computer 

gates that are used to build the universal quantum 

computer. Quantum Qubit Gates (QQG) can 

summarize as bellow: 

1. Qubit Pauli Z Gate. This gate flip the sign of 

the state 
1

 using the following operator  

 

 

 

 

 

2. If the quantum state represents by 

0 0 11 
 or in vector notation 

0

1





 
 
   

then the corresponding output from the 

quantum Pauli Z gate is 

 

 

 

 

Figure (1) shows the representation of this gate. 

 

 

Figure (1) Qubit Pauli Z Gate. 

2-Pauli X gate. This gate uses the operator 

1

0 1

1 0


 
  
 

 the output of this gate is obtained 

by: 

0 1 0 1

1 0 1 0

 

 

     
     

     
 

 

1 0 0 0

0 1 1 1
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So this is the NOT gate in quantum state. The 

diagram of NOT gate (Pauli X gate) is shown in 

figure(2). 

 

Figure (2) Pauli X gate. 

3- Hadamard Gate. The Hadamard gate is one of 

the most useful quantum gates. This gate {see 

figure (3)} is sometimes described as being like a 

square root of NOT gate. The Hadamared Operator 

is  

                       
1 11

1 12
H

 
  

 
   

The output is  

 

1 1 0 0 11

1 1 1 0 12

  

  

     
     

      
 

 

 
Figure (3) Hadamard Gate. 

 

4-Qubit Controlled Not Gate. Also called 

(Controlled Not Gate CNOT), it has two inputs, 

first called controlled input, the other called target 

input. 

 

Figure (3) Qubit Controlled Not Gate. 

 

5-Qubit Toffoli Gate (CCNOT). The Universal 

Toffoli Gate has three inputs. The first two inputs 

are copied to the first two output pins and the third 

output is the Exclusive OR of the third input and 

the AND of the first two inputs. 

 

The unitary matrix is defined as : 

 

Figure (3)  Qubit Toffoli Gate 

 

Quantum Computer Simulator 

A quantum computer is a set of n qubits in which 

the following operations are feasible 

 Each qubit can be prepared in some known state 

A|0>+B|1>. 

 Each qubit can be measured in the basis |0>, |1>. 

 A universal quantum gate (or set of gates) can 

be applied at will to any fixed-sizesubset of 

gates. 

 Quantum circuits are built by interconnecting 

quantum gates. Several limitations are imposed 

in the realization of quantum circuits. First, the 

circuits are acyclic; feedback from one part of 

the circuit to another is not allowed, there are no 

loops. 

 We cannot copy qubits. 

 

The simulator basically built using Visual Basic 

language and has the following characteristics: 

 Simplicity in design and implementing various 

circuits. 

 Interactive design through using Drag and Drop 

facilities in selecting the Quantum Gates. 

 The possibilities to check the design manually. 

 The simulator offers flexible design tools that 

can be changed if not desired. 
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Simulator Frameworks 

The basic part of our simulator is the Design 

Grid (DG). DG is (M,N) dimension which form the 

basic part of the simulator where the Quantum gates can 

be dropped according to the design  philosophy. 

 
Figure (4): DG has (500 x 500) Row-Column 

dimensions 

 
Figure (5) Quantum Gates tools. 

 

DG as seen in figure (4) has (500 x 500) Row-

Column dimensions. The implementer of the Quantum 

algorithm can choose any form of quantum gates form 

the Quantum tools and drag it to specified location and 

drop it there.  

Seconded part of simulator is the Quantum Gates tools, 

which contains the quantum gates intended to be added. 

The simulator functionality can be accessed using 

the control panel that contains the functions of simulator 

as seen in figure (6). 

As seen in the figure these operations can be 

classified into the following: 

 
Figure (6) Simulator Control panel. 

 

1. Add bit. To add Quantum bits to the DG. 

2. Remove bit. 

3. Add Gate. To add a Gate cell to the DG. 

4. Remove Gate. 

5. Start Simulation. To initiates the simulation. 

6. Show output vector. 

7. Clear the circuits. For erasing the circuit. 

 

 Experimental Results: 

After completing the design, the implementer can 

start the simulator to simulate the circuit implemented. 

For example the following circuit was implemented in 

the simulator that represents the Toffoli Gates and 

Hadamard Gate.  

  
Figure (7) Simulator Grid. 
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Figure (8) Transfer Matrix. 

 

The implementer press the Start simulation and 

the simulator perform the overall process and as seen in 

the figure(6) the input is ( |000> ) . The simulator offers 

to the implementer the choice to see the transfer matrix 

to verify the circuit. The second example of Quantum 

circuit shown in figure (8) this circuit consists of (2) 

Hadamared Gate and (2) CNOT gate and one gate for 

pauli X and pauli Z gate. The input is (|10110>) the 

implementation was very easy by dragging and dropping 

the gates into the framework grid.  

 

Conclusions: 

The field of quantum computing has made 

remarkable progress. The field of quantum circuit 

simulation is rich in possible heuristics that may reduce 

the resource requirements. The ultimate quantum 

computer simulator would be one that uses a quantum 

circuit to simulate other circuits, thereby reducing 

exponential overheads. But quantum computation is a 

wonderful problem to squeeze the difficulty of quantum 

mechanics into a smaller and smaller place. Since 

quantum computation relies so heavily on the non-local 

aspect of quantum theory we can extend and stress the 

theory in new and exciting ways. In this paper, an 

exciting simulator was built and can be used for testing 

various quantum algorithms as it implemented in real 

quantum computer. The simulator was very flexible to 

initiates and has very nice facility to compare the results 

and to design in place manner which mean that the 

quantum implementer can verify the design through trail 

and error manner.  
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 االحتمالي الكمي الحاسوبي يكالمحا
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 الخالصة

ابجااكميحااااالحتساب ااكميااواحاا احيا ان حاا اياالاحيا  ااك باا يااحت بااوالوح حاباااكماايا بباا يااكحبسالبجا ح تلااجايجحبااااحاجحااان حاا  احتحنااااكما لااكحبساال
لاياااتتماا لاياالايني باااااكميحااااكحيحيحاااااك بيبااااحااوالااوايجحباااااكت.اا حجاحبكحااباااكحبساالبجااكميحااااتستبااااتيبيااباباالااكحبساالبجااالبتحب حااااححاا االااكحبساالبجا

وااكمياوايالااحا اس احبكااااكتي  الااكواب اكيم حبجااكميحاايث ااكذجاجا األح حابجا اكو ت حابجا تجنياااحبالتأاباس اسساتي.بلبتأباببا اسحأاباتيثا احابالااكواوجاس ااك ا
حتيبكحاااحاااميحاااااكحبالجا لأحتيبكحبجايستبوااابتيب اابب ااكيجاقا ااكاذياحاجلااكحبكاااببا اسحأاباحبكااااكواوجاس ااك احا االاواحاذاااكلحا اتايات. حجحبسالاايحبم

اجاححتا ياسلبجااكميحاااكحيحيحاااحح اح نا الاوا انأااااكلجحابيداواح  واكا   اتستس ياكغجضا جاسااتحوحذااكس اج يحبجااكميحاا اكتواحجا اكأباسلاتحوذابب ااكحب
اج يحااااالايوييااكس ااكتواتيث الوال بااحبلججا(Quabit Pauli Z(ا ل الاا)Quabit Toffoli(ا ل الاا)NORبب ااكل البجااكميحاااالسبسحاايث ال الاا)

ببحاااكتواتيا يابب ا انأااجس يحااتوبا ححت يا)ا(Visual Basic 6اكحابيااكي  احوذالبستس ايااكبغااااالاك حهاايمبححاااكسح ا االلالجاكتحوحذااكتويحيااكحأب و
 ا  اجاتويحيايجحااكلحبااس اج يحبجاميحاالواحي  ايستبواا
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